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Abstract 
It is proved that a certain code list for a particular function has minimal possible length. This 
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1. Introduction 
Let F be a field of constants and XI ,x2,. . . ,x,, independent transcendentals over F. 
Let K = F(xI,x~, . . . ,x,) be the corresponding rational function field. 
Definition. A code list is a sequence 11,12,. . , I, of lines. Each line lk has one of 
the forms: 
(a) yk = u3 
(b) yk = -U, 
(c) yk = u@ u, 
where u,v E F U {x1,x2 ,..., x,, yl,...,yk-I} and 0 E {+,-,x3/}. 
Essentially, a code list is a sequence ~1, ~2,. . . , ym of elements of K together with the 
information how each yk has to be computed from constants, variables, and previously 
computed quantities. For details see [5,6]. 
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Our main result is the following 
Theorem 1. Let P = ~1x2.. .x, with II > 2 and VP = (P,,Pz, ..,P,,) be the gradient 
of P, SO that Pj = P/xj. Suppose the code list yl, ~2,. . ., ym contains P and all 
components of VP. Then m > 2n - 2. What is more, there exists such a code list of 
length m = 2n - 2. 
2. The Proof 
We say the variable xj appears in the function y E K iff ay/axj # zero-function. 
Given a code list yi, ~2,. . . , ym we set Sk := {j 1 Xj appears in yk} 
Lemma. IskI <k + 1. 
Proof. Each Sk is a finite subset of N = { 1,2,. . .}. By the definition of a code list, 
for each k (at least) one of the following holds: 
(1) lskl <2. 
(2) & CSi U {j} for some i < k and some j E N. 
(3) Sk & Si U Sj for some i, j < k. 
Case(1)coversyk=~uandyk=z4@U, whereu,~~FU{x~,x~,...,x,}. 
Case (2) Covers yk = *yi, yk = J’iOW, and yk = wOyi, where i < k and w E FU{xj}. 
&Se (3) covers yk = yi 0 Yj, where i, j < k. 
We shall prove, by induction on k, even more, namely: For k = 1,2,. . ,m the 
following holds: 
If r>l and 1 <ji,jz ,..., j,<k, then 
IS,, U...USj,lbk+~. (1) 
Suppose k = 1. Then 1 < ji,jz,...,j,.<l implies ji = j2 = ... = j, = 1 and 
ISj, U ’ ’ ’ UlSj?/ = IS*l<261 t-r. (2) 
Suppose that assertion (1) is true up to k - 1, that is, for k’ = 1,2,. . . , k - 1 : 
If ~31 and l<ji,j2 ,..., jr<k’, then 
ISj, U . U Sjrl <k’ + r. (3) 
Now consider Y 3 1 and 1 < ji, j,, . . . , jr <k. Clearly, if ji, j,,. . . , jr <k - 1, then by 
assumption (3 ) 
ISj, U...USj,l<(k-l)+r < k+r. (4) 
If several of the j’s equal k, then the join Sj, U . . . U Sj, is actually the join of less 
than r of the sets Sj, so we can lower r and prove even more. 
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Thus we may assume that ji, j2, . . . , jr_, d k - 1 and j, = k. We treat cases: 
(1) ISk]<2. Then 
ISj, U ” ’ U ASjrm, U Sk\ < ISj, U ” ’ Us,,_,1 +26[(k - l>+(r - l)] +2 = k+r. 
(2) Sk c S, U {j} for some i < k and some j E JW. Then 
IS,, U’-.‘JSjr_, Usk1<JS’, U...USjr_, USi) + l<[(k - l)+~] + 1 = k +r. 
(3) Sk c Si U Sj for some i, j < k. Then 
ISj, U ’ ’ ’ USj,_, USkl<lSj, ‘J”. US,,_, USiUSjl<(k- l)+(r+ l)=k+r. 
This completes the induction and the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let p be the smallest index such that either y, = P or yp = 
Pi, some component of VP. In the first case S, = { 1,2,. . . , n}, so n = IS, I < p + 1, 
pan - 1. In the second case y, = Pj, SO S, = {1,2 ,..., n}\G}, and n - 1 = 
IS,1 dp + 1, pbn - 2. Thus in any case, pbn - 2. Note that P,Pi,Pz ,..., P, are 
pairwise different. Hence, after code line y, there must be at least n further code lines 
to obtain the remaining components of VP (and possibly P). This completes the proof 
that at least 2n - 2 code lines are necessary. One minimal code list of that length for 
the function P and its gradient is the following: 
Yl = XIX25 
Yz = YIX3, 
Y3 = y2-xq, 
Yn-2 = yn-3Xn-1 = Pm 
.Y,-I = y+2x, = P, 
Yn-lfl = Yn-l/Xl = Pl, 
Yet+2 = Yn-11x2 = p2, 
Yn-1+n-I = Yn-I/X,-l = P,-I. 
3. Relevance 
The product example P = ~1x2 . . .x, has been used in the automatic differentiation 
literature by Speelpenning [7], Griewank [4], Goldman et al. [3], and Fischer [2]. Jt 
serves as an example to demonstrate several methods for the automatic generation of 
derivatives. In search of efficient codes, i.e., short code lists, it is desirable to have 
minimal code lists at hand. Such minimal code lists show the ultimate limit for the 
efficiency of differentiation methods. Interestingly, at present, no computer program 
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for automatic differentiation produces a code list of minimal length for the product 
example. 
Obviously, the length of a code list is closely related to the number of rational 
operations it involves. Let f E K, let Of = (f 1, f2, . . . , f ,) be the gradient of f. 
For a code list C = (yi, ~2, . . , ym) containing f and f 1, f2, . . . , f,,, we set 
#(f, of, c> := number of lines in C of the form yk = -_u or yk = U 0 0. 
Let C denote the collection of all code lists containing f and f 1, f 2, . . . , f n. We 
set 
L(f, Of) := min {#(f, Of, C) / C E C}. 
The quantity L(f, Of) is the least number of rational operations for computing f 
and Of, see also [l]. In general it is very hard to find L(f, 0’) for a given function 
f E K. In our product example we know that for n > 2 neither P nor any Pk is a 
constant or one of x1 ,x2, . . ,x,. So any code list containing P and PI, Pz, . . , P, can 
be reduced to a code list consisting only of lines of the form yk = --u or yk = U~V. In 
such a reduced code list C the length and #(P, VP, C) agree. Hence from our theorem 
we deduce a corollary: 
Corollary. For P = ~1x2 . .x, with n > 2, we have L(P, VP) = 2n - 2. 
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